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LDPC codes can be decoded by applying the sum-product algorithm to the corresponding factor graph. The factor graph for
a parity-check matrix is a bipartite graph1, where every digit of

the codeword is represented by a variable node and every parity check equation is represented by a check node. A connection between those nodes is made if and only if the digit of the
codeword participates in the parity-check equation. A detailed
description of factor graphs and the sum-product algorithm can
be found in [2].
The representation of a parity-check matrix as a factor graph
is unique, but a code can be described by many parity check
matrices. A different matrix can be constructed by applying elementary row operations to the original matrix. The iterative
decoder depends on this specific representation of the code.
Structural parameters of the parity-check matrix, like column
weight, cycle distribution and diameter of the corresponding
graph influence the performance of the iterative decoder. In
contrast, maximum a-posteriori (MAP) decoding is independent of the particular parity-check matrix. The performance of
a MAP decoder depends on the distance spectrum—a property
of the code. The performance of the iterative decoder depends
on the properties of the parity-check matrix (the factor graph)
as well as on the properties of the code. Because of the equivalence of parity check matrices and factor graphs, terms like
column weight and variable-node degree are equivalent. We
will use those terms interchangeably in the rest of this paper.
We tried to analyze the influence of the following parameters:
• the column weight. It is equal to the number of paritychecks in which one digit (column) is involved. Large
column weight means that the corresponding digit of the
codeword receives many messages after a small number
of iterations. Intuitively, this digit is expected to converge
faster.
• the girth distribution. Each variable node can be contained
in one or more cycles. If a variable node is not directly
involved in a cycle but connected via a path to a cycle,
this node is involved in an extended cycle. The length of
this extended cycle equals the length of the original cycle
increased by the double path length. Figure 1 shows an
example of such an extended cycle: variable nodes 2 and
3 are directly involved in a cycle of length 4. Variable
node 1 is not directly involved in a cycle, but is connected
to a cycle. Messages sent out by variable node 1 come
back after passing 6 edges. By the extended definition of
a cycle, we assign this node a cycle length of 6.

This work is part of Gottfried Lechner’s diploma thesis at the Technical University of Vienna supervised by Prof. H. Weinrichter.

1 A bipartite graph consists of two types of nodes, where no connection exist
between nodes of the same type.

Abstract— A new method for visualizing the behavior of an iterative decoder is presented. This method is applied to regular
and irregular low-density parity-check codes. Several types of decoding errors are investigated and suggestions are made for improving the iterative decoder to avoid such errors. Furthermore,
structural properties of parity-check matrices that influence the
decoding performance are identified.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

TERATIVE decoding is an essential component of modern
communication systems. One class of codes that are suited
for iterative decoding are low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes introduced by Gallager [1]. They can be described by
a sparse parity check matrix that allows the application of the
sum-product algorithm. This efficient algorithm passes messages on the associated bipartite graph [2]. The complexity of
the sum-product algorithm grows linearly with the block length.
Therefore it is possible to apply the algorithm to large block
codes.
Much work has been done to analyze LDPC codes, especially for essentially infinite block lengths and ensembles of
codes. In practical applications, the block length is limited and
many of the assumptions made for infinite block lengths are not
valid. This paper concentrates on the convergence behavior of
the decoder for practical block lengths (about 1,000 to 10,000
bits). This behavior is visualized by animations, that illustrate
the convergence of the sum-product algorithm in a graphical
way. The aim of this work is to show the dependencies between
graph properties and decoder convergence and to derive guidelines for the construction of LDPC codes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: first, the iterative decoding procedure is described in section II. In section
III, we describe the method used for the graphical representation. Section IV and V applies this method to regular and irregular codes, respectively. Section VI gives an overview of the
decoding errors that occur.
II. I TERATIVE D ECODING

OF

LDPC C ODES
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The local girth with respect to a node is defined as the
smallest cycle in which the node is involved. By assigning
every node a local girth, we can calculate the girth distribution of the graph.
The minimum local girth and the mean value of the girth
distribution should be as large as possible to allow many
independent iterations.
• the local diameter. We also extend the definition of the diameter of a graph to the diameter with respect to a node—
called local diameter. This is the maximum path length
needed to reach every other node in the graph. The local
diameters should be small. If they are small, every node
receives messages from every other node after a few iterations.
Clearly, these three parameters can not be optimized independently. For example, if the column weight is increased, the
length of cycles decreases.
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The representations used in the following sections show the
code digits on the horizontal and the estimated log-likelihood
ratios on the vertical axis. For every iteration, such a figure is
drawn and the sequence of the iterations is merged into an animation. This method gives a good insight into the behavior
of the decoder. In this paper, we provide snapshots of the animations. All simulations are made by transmitting the all zero
word, without loss of generality due to the linearity of the code.
Therefore, a positive LLR represents a correct decision while a
negative LLR represents a bit error.
IV. R EGULAR C ODES
All the columns in a regular LDPC code have the same
weight. It is expected that the convergence behavior is equal
for every variable node. At the beginning of the decoding process, every variable node sends its associated received message
to the check nodes. If the graph is free of cycles of length c,
then the first 2c iterations are correct, i.e. no message is used
twice. When the cycle length is reached, the cycle builds a
positive feedback and the estimated LLR tends to infinity. Figure 2 shows the received LLR values before the decoder starts.
Figure 3 shows the estimated LLR values after 5 iterations and
figure 4 after 9 iterations. The code used has a block length
n = 1, 000, rate R = 0.5 and column weight dv = 3. This
simulation was made at a signal to noise ratio of 2.5dB.
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Fig. 1. extended cycle
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III. V ISUALIZATION OF THE D ECODING P ROCESS
After every iteration of the decoder, the current estimation
of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of every bit is calculated by
summing up all the incoming messages. The true log-likelihood
ratios are defined as


P (xi = 0|y)
L(xi ) = log
,
(1)
P (xi = 1|y)
where xi is the i-th digit of the transmitted codeword, and y is
the sequence received at the output of the channel.
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Fig. 2. regular code before decoding
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The sum-product algorithm calculates the exact a-posteriori
probabilities (APP) after a finite number of iterations if the factor graph is free of cycles (the number of iterations equals the
diameter of the graph). Unfortunately, codes that can be represented by graphs with no cycles are poor codes in the sense of
having a small minimum distance as shown in [3]. By applying the sum-product algorithm to graphs with cycles, the result
is not equal to the APP. The algorithm does not terminate after
a finite number of iterations and the estimated APP generally
converge to zero or one. However, the performance of the decoder is still excellent—in the sense of a low bit error rate at
transmission rates near capacity.
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Fig. 3. regular code after 5 iterations
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Fig. 4. regular code after 9 iterations

Fig. 6. irregular code after 30 iterations

VI. D ECODING E RRORS

V. I RREGULAR C ODES

variabel node degree

In contrast with regular codes, irregular codes do not have
a constant column weight. The number of variable nodes of
a specific degree depends on the distribution function as described in [4]. The intuitive justification for using irregular
codes is that variable nodes with higher degree will converge
faster. These so called elite nodes will then provide reliable information to the other (low degree) nodes. We constructed an
irregular code with block length n = 10, 000, rate R = 0.5 and
maximum variable degree dv = 20, using the degree distribution provided in [4]. The variable nodes are ordered from left
to right by degree, starting with the lowest. Figure 5 shows the
estimated LLR values after 15 iterations and figure 6 after 30
iterations, at a signal to noise ratio of 1.0dB. The degree of the
variable nodes is also shown in the figures above the animation
snapshot.
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Fig. 5. irregular code after 15 iterations

The outer right nodes (degree 20) converge very fast, while
the left nodes (degree 2) converge very slowly, confirming the
previous considerations. (The ceiling appearing at the high degree nodes in figure 6 is caused by numerical limitations.) It
should be noted that the probability of a bit error is higher for
nodes with low degree. Therefore the systematic bits should be
mapped onto the high degree nodes and the parity bits onto the
nodes with lower degree!

The animation of the decoding procedure can be used to observe the behavior of the decoder in the case of a decoding error.
These observations can be used to determine which of the parameters of the system must be changed in order to improve the
performance. Three kinds of errors were observed:
• convergence to a wrong codeword. The probability of this
type of error is increased if the minimum distance of the
code is small. The minimum distance is a property of the
code and therefore this type of error can not be avoided
by improving the decoder, i.e., using another parity-check
matrix for the representation of the code. The minimum
distance grows when the block length is increased. The
probability for this type of error tends to zero for sufficiently long blocks. For block lengths larger or equal to
1,000 bits, we were not able to observe this type of error.
For smaller block lengths (100 bits) we observed several
errors of this type. In all cases, we found that the APP
of the decoded codeword was higher than the APP of the
transmitted codeword. Therefore, a maximum likelihood
sequence decoder would also have failed in these cases.
• convergence to a local maximum. The estimated LLR values converge to an equilibrium which is not a codeword.
Even though the graph contains cycles, the estimated LLR
values do not tend to infinity.
• oscillating LLR values. The LLR values do not converge
to an equilibrium. This could be caused by two or more
cycles through one node. When the messages looping in
the cycles are different (positive and negative) and arrive at
different times at the variable node, the LLR value of this
node is oscillating. This type of error could be avoided
by modifying the scheduling algorithm used in the iterative decoder. In [5], a probabilistic scheduling algorithm
is proposed and said to improve the bit error rates.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We made several simulations and provided an illustration for
the convergence behavior of an iterative decoder. Some parameters for iterative decoding systems were introduced and explained. The animations were used to confirm some intuitive
considerations (specially for irregular codes). Furthermore, we
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identified three types of decoding errors. Further research will
be done to derive design guidelines from the observations of
decoding errors and to precise the influence of the properties of
the graph.
Simulation results, animations of the decoding process and
more information about the progress of this research can be
found on http://www.ftw.at/ldpc.
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